This paper studies the globalisation of CPI inflation by analysing core, energy and food components, testing for structural breaks in the relationships between domestic inflation and a corresponding country-specific foreign inflation series at the monthly frequency for OECD countries. The iterative methodology employed separates coefficient and variance breaks, while also taking account of outliers. We find that the overall pattern of globalisation in aggregate inflation is largely driven by convergence of the mean levels of the core component from the early 1990s, compatible with the introduction of inflation targeting in many countries of our sample. There is less evidence of increased synchronisation of shortrun movements in core than aggregate inflation, but an increased role for shortrun foreign energy inflation often contributes to the globalisation effect.
Introduction
Over recent years policymakers and researchers have documented and discussed the globalisation of inflation, namely the apparently strong international comovement of inflation seen over the last two decades or more. Papers which document such a link between domestic and international inflation include Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , Neely and Rapach (2011) , Mumtaz and Surico (2012) , Eichmeier and Pijenburg (2013) , Bataa, Osborn, Sensier and van Dijk (2013) , Förster and Tillman (2014) . Based on this evidence, and even in the context of the large economies of the US and Euro area, Bernanke (2007) and Trichet (2008) , respectively, emphasise the need for central banks to monitor carefully international price developments and analyse their implications for the domestic economy. Nevertheless, the nature of this apparent globalisation is not well understood because analyses of international inflation almost invariably employ headline or aggregate inflation.
Many heterogeneous goods and services contribute to consumer price index (CPI) inflation, but these can be usefully divided into core, energy and food. Energy and food are volatile components, with the former subject to international demand and supply shocks and the latter to the vagaries of the weather, whose effects may not persist over time. Consequently monetary policymakers often focus on inflation measures that exclude these components, conveniently referred to as core inflation; see, for example, the discussions in Mishkin (2007) and Bullard (2011) . Although Neely and Rapach (2011) and Mumtaz and Surico (2012) argue that monetary policy plays an important role in explaining international inflation linkages, both studies focus on aggregate CPI inflation, which may disguise the effects of monetary policy changes. Further, while energy inflation has a strong international dimension, its nature may have changed since the oil price shocks of the 1970s. There have also been large changes in food supply for developed economies over the last forty years, in many cases moving from predominantly domestic production to largely imported, pointing to the possibility of increased international comovement for food inflation.
It is evident that the characteristics of aggregate inflation in developed countries has changed over the last four decades from the high levels and high volatility seen in the 1970s to low and relatively constant inflation experienced more recently. If these changes are associated with globalisation, or the process of greater integration of the world's economies, then the response of a country's domestic inflation to inflation developments in other countries must have changed at one or more points of time to make these rates more closely aligned. Bataa, Osborn, Sensier and van Dijk (2013) examine changes in short-run inflation linkages, but they consider only aggregate CPI inflation linkages for G7 countries (excluding Japan). The present paper not only examines the role of foreign inflation for aggregate domestic CPI inflation in a range of OECD countries, but sheds new light on the nature of change by examining the three key CPI components of core, energy and food inflation 1 . The sample period extends from 1970 to 2013, with the starting date chosen to include the high inflation experience of the 1970s, which was driven at least partly by large oil price increases. To focus on comovement we employ data at the highest available frequency, namely monthly. Our sample then covers the 13 OECD countries for which aggregate and the relevant component CPI inflation data are available at the monthly frequency from 1970. Our study is related to previous analyses, including Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , Neely and Rapach (2011) and Mumtaz and Surico (2012) , all of which examine inflation comovements in similar samples of countries to ours. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) document the importance of global inflation by showing that such a measure explains most of the quarterly movement in year-on-year CPI inflation since the 1960s. Employing a dynamic factor model, Neely and Rapach (2011) reinforce the importance of world and regional factors for domestic inflation, while Mumtaz and Surico (2012) extend this framework through the use of a continuously time-varying dynamic factor model. Although all of these studies discuss temporal change, their methodologies are not designed to provide formal tests for structural change in the domestic-foreign inflation relationship, which is one purpose of our analysis. Bataa, Osborn, Sensier and van Dijk (2013) is, to our knowledge, the only previous analysis of structural breaks in international inflation relationships, but their system approach limits the number of economies to be considered to three or four and also effectively assumes that breaks are coincident across countries. We use a similar methodology, but avoid the limitations of their analysis by examining each country in relation to a country-specific foreign series. Further, rather than focusing only on aggregate inflation as in almost all previous studies, we examine the roles of aggregate, core, energy and food inflation in this international context. Domestic-foreign inflation links are first studied separately for the four measures of interest, namely the three components and aggregate CPI inflation. More formally, we test for structural breaks in a dynamic model for domestic monthly inflation in relation to the corresponding foreign series, with the latter constructed as the bilateral trade-weighted average of the relevant inflation series in the other countries of our sample. The structural breaks uncovered point to the globalisation of aggregate CPI inflation, which (for most countries in our sample) is marked by an increased contemporaneous response of domestic to foreign inflation from the 1980s. Further analysis points to a key role played by energy inflation in this increased short-run comovement and by core inflation for the apparent convergence of the level and volatility of aggregate inflation across these economies.
The results also indicate that all economies in our sample that introduced inflation targeting in the early 1990s, experienced a decline in core or aggregate domestic inflation during that period; most of them also experienced a decline in core and aggregate inflation persistence. However, we find no clear evidence of a positive and increasing shortrun comovement in core inflation among the economies examined. This indicates that the observed convergence in aggregate and core inflation may be the product of many economies sharing a similar inflation target concurrently, rather than due to a global transmission factor. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our data, while Section 3 discusses the methodology we employ. Substantive results are reported and discussed in the following two sections, with the nature of change documented for individual (aggregate and component) series in Section 4 and breaks in aggregate inflation decomposed in terms of foreign core, energy and food inflation series in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Data
As just discussed, the inflation data we study comprise monthly CPI aggregate inflation, together with the corresponding core, energy and food component series, for the OECD countries for which such data are available to the beginning of the 1970s. To be specific, our sample period extends from January 1970 to September 2013, thereby extending from prior to the oil price shocks of the 1970s to the post-GFC (global financial crisis) era. All data are sourced from the OECD Main Economic Indicators database. The sample includes six member countries of the Euro area (Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands), four further European countries (Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, UK) and three other major economies (Canada, Japan, US). The sample also includes four inflation targeting economies (Canada, UK, Sweden and Finland) 2 . Although selected purely on data availability, the inclusion of a number of Euro area and inflation targeting countries may shed light on the impact of these two economic innovations on the nature of inflation in these countries.
It should be noted that the inflation series employed in our analysis are not entirely comparable across countries and sometimes over time 3 . The most important caveat in this respect is the differing treatments of owner-occupied housing in aggregate and core inflation. Some countries, such as the US and Japan include this as imputed rent (with substantial weight for both countries), Canada employs a user-cost approach, while other countries, including France and the UK, exclude owner-occupied housing from CPI. Further, although restaurant meals are generally excluded from the food index, this is included in the UK series before 1985. Despite these comparability issues, we are confident that the compositions of the various series are sufficiently consistent for us to be able to draw substantive conclusions relating to the globalisation of inflation. All monthly inflation series are calculated as 100 times the one month change in the log index.
Prior to analysis, each series is seasonally adjusted using the widely applied X-12-ARIMA procedure 4 .
We employ monthly inflation rates in preference to annual inflation computed on a monthly basis for statistical reasons. In particular, the smoothing inherent in the computation of annual differences leads to adjacent observations overlapping by eleven months, thereby inducing a long moving average component in the disturbances. The resulting moving averages may be poorly approximated by the autoregressive lag structure used in modelling and, further, the more highly parameterised models then required would be expected to reduce the power of the structural break tests that are essential to our analysis.
Although our formal analysis employs month-on-month inflation, volatility in such series largely obscures other patterns when the data are examined visually. Therefore, Figure 1 shows percentage annual inflation in our sample of countries, for each of aggregate, core, energy and food CPI inflation. The general decline over time in both the level and volatility of aggregate inflation is clear from panel a, while the relatively low cross-country dispersion over the last two decades is also evident. Since the weights attached to the energy and food components are relatively low compared with core inflation, the patterns seen in core inflation in panel b largely reproduce those for the aggregate series in panel a. Although the level of food inflation (panel d) is also generally lower from around 1990 than previously, there appears to be greater cross-country dispersion in this latter period than in panel a or b. Volatility in food inflation is also higher than for aggregate or core inflation. It is well known that energy inflation is volatile over time, but panel c also emphasises the communality of movements, at least in annual inflation as plotted here. Therefore, Figure 1 makes clear that the three component series have distinctive properties, underlying the importance of a formal examination of their roles in the (apparent) globalisation of aggregate inflation.
Foreign inflation
Dynamic factor model studies, including Neely and Rapach (2011), Mumtaz and Surico (2012) , and Főrster and Tillman (2014), represent foreign (or world) inflation as a common factor extracted from a cross-country range of inflation series. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , on the other hand, focus on a global series computed as an average across the OECD countries in their sample. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) also consider the use of aggregated OECD CPI inflation and an extracted common factor, finding the resulting domestic-global inflation relationships to be largely unaffected by this choice.
All the global inflation measures used in the studies just mentioned are constructed from data that includes the country whose domestic inflation is being considered. This, therefore, induces some simultaneity in the domestic-global relationship. Although the effect may be small when global inflation is computed over a large number of countries, we nevertheless prefer to capture international influences on domestic inflation through the use of a country-specific foreign series which is constructed excluding the country of interest. 
where ψ
and
That is, the trade weight for country s with respect to country i for month t, w
t,s , is measured by the sum of imports from i (M (i) t,s ) and exports to i (X (i) t,s ) as a proportion of all trade that month for country s with the N = 13 countries we study. Although the weights are time varying and computed for each individual month, changes over time are generally small, implying the trade structure across the countries in our sample changes only gradually. After computing trade weights, country specific foreign inflation is constructed as
The same computations, with weights as in equations (1) to (4), are used to construct both aggregate foreign inflation and the core, energy and fuel sub-aggregates.
Data on bilateral imports and exports used in equation (2) are also obtained from the OECD Main Economic Indicator database, with all series expressed in US dollars using (where appropriate) the irrevocable exchange rates to account for the establishment of the Euro area. In general, movements in exchange rates affect trading quantities, which in turn affect imported prices and eventually inflation.
Similarly, exchange rate regimes matter for inflation and this is why their role is discussed in studies that use earlier data that cover part of the Bretton Woods period, (Ciccarelli and Mojon, 2010 , Neely and Rapach, 2011 and Mumtaz and Surico, 2012 . Exchange rates are, however, much more volatile than inflation and so to keep their models tractable, even these studies of global inflation do not explicitly account for the effects of movements in exchange rates. In this respect our approach is similar, however there are two notable differences. First, our data sample starts in the 1970s, thus excluding the Bretton Woods period. Second, the weights we use to compute foreign inflation are time varying, capturing trade changes over time that may be partly due to exchange rate movements. Table A .1 of the Appendix shows the bilateral trade weights averaged over our sample of approximately 40 years. In general, Germany is the most important trading partner for European countries, while the US plays this role for the non-European countries of Japan and Canada. However, the UK does not have a dominant trading partner, although shares with respect to the US, Germany and France are relatively large compared to others. These weights based on bilateral trade do not reflect effects of other countries, such as the large emerging economies of China and India, but the limitation of available data for those countries precludes their inclusion in our analysis.
Using the bilateral trade variable (as in equation (2)) carries the potential for the resulting international inflation variable to be endogenous in a model for inflation 6 . It can be argued that foreign and domestic inflation will have a direct effect on a country's imports and exports. For this reason we examine whether the main results of this paper are robust to changes in the definition of the weighting variable, ψ
t,s . In particular we choose two alternative specifications that arguably significantly reduce the potential endogeneity problem. First we set the weighting variable to be the total trade of the respective partner country, i, rather than merely the bilateral trade, ψ
When calculating total trade we exclude the trade with country s, the country for which we will formulate an inflation model. Lastly we set the weighting variable to the partner countries' GDP, ψ
While it was apparent from Table A.1 that the weights calculated on the basis of bilateral trade differed substantially between countries s, the weights calculated on the basis of the alternative total trade and GDP variables largely remain unchanged between countries as they by and large reflect the size of the partner country i 7 .
In order to understand the impact of these different definitions we display the resulting foreign inflation series for the US in Figure 2 . Differences arise mainly in the volatility of the resulting series.
The foreign inflation variable that is based on the use of the bilateral weights in equation (2) results in a more variable foreign inflation series when compared to those calculated using the total trade or GDP weighting variable 8 .
Methodology
This section turns to the methodology we use to detect structural breaks in the domestic-foreign inflation relationships for each of the 13 countries we study. Although there is a substantial empirical literature covering many countries that examines changes in the univariate properties of inflation (see, for example, Cecchetti and Debelle, 2006, or Altissimo et al., 2006) , relatively little attention has been paid to the implications of variations in inflation volatility in this context. This is a serious limitation, since Pitakaris (2004) shows that inference on coefficient breaks is distorted in the presence of volatility changes. However, Pitakaris (2004) also provides a solution, showing that variance breaks can be satisfactorily taken into account through a generalised least squares (GLS) transformation. 6 We thank an anonymous referee for highlighting this issue.
7 Tables characterising the resulting weights are not shown here to conserve space but are available from a Web Appendix: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/35924101/ABBO2016WebAppendix.docx 8 As it turns out the US foreign inflation series in Figure 2 displays the most pronounced differences. The differences for the other countries are even less obvious. Equivalent Figures for the remaining countries can be found in the Web Appendix.
Following and building upon van Dijk (2013, 2014) , our approach identifies breaks in the coefficients and variance by iterating between tests for these two types of breaks.
Variance breaks uncovered are removed through a GLS transformation when testing for coefficient breaks. Further, since ignoring outliers in the data can lead to model misspecification biases in the estimated parameters (see, among others, Giordani, Kohn and van Dijk, 2007, or Chen and Liu, 1993) , our procedure also takes account of outliers.
Subsections 3.1 to 3.3 below describe the model and methodology used for examining the domesticforeign inflation linkages for each of aggregate CPI and its core, energy and food components. Subsection 3.4 then generalises the approach to consider the relationship between domestic aggregate inflation and foreign component series.
The domestic-foreign inflation model
Our model relates domestic inflation for country s (s = 1, ..., N ) in month t (π D t,s ) to a corresponding measure of foreign inflation (π F t,s ); the inflation series under analysis can be either aggregate CPI inflation or a component (core, food or energy). In a dynamic context, the relationship can be parsimoniously represented as
where π F t,s is foreign inflation for country s at time t, β 0,s and (β 1,s , ..., β r,s ) capture the contemporaneous comovement and spillovers (respectively) between domestic and foreign inflation, (α 1,s , ..., α p,s ) are own (domestic) inflation dynamics, α 0 is an intercept, ε t,s is a temporally uncorrelated disturbance process and T observations are available for estimation, after allowing for lags. Structural break tests are employed to examine whether the coefficients of equation (5) The motivation for our structural break testing is that the globalisation of inflation implies that the process for π D t,s has experienced one or more changes over time, such that it has become more strongly influenced by inflation in other countries. Thus, we examine whether the coefficients associated with π F t,s have increased, particularly the contemporaneous coefficient β 0,s . From a long-run perspective, the mean levels of domestic and foreign inflation will become more closely aligned. Persistence and volatility properties may also be expected to become more internationally aligned as inflation globalisation proceeds. Therefore, we examine both the coefficients and disturbance variance of equation (5).
With structural breaks in the coefficients of equation (5) at m dates T C 1 , ..., T C m , then there are m + 1 coefficient regimes and we can write (6) with the convention that T C 0 = 0 and T C m+1 = T . Within each coefficient regime j for country s, the 9 The number of coefficient regimes can vary over countries, but for notational simplicity this is denoted simply as m rather than ms. Similarly, the break dates are country-specific. coefficients α j,s = (α 0j,s , α 1j,s , ..., α pj,s )
′ and β j,s = (β 0j,s , β 1j,s , ..., β rj,s ) ′ are time-invariant and all autoregressive (AR) roots are assumed to lie strictly outside the unit circle. With n volatility breaks,
k,s is homoscedastic within each volatility regime, but varies over the n + 1 volatility regimes k = 1, ..., n + 1. The numbers of breaks (m and/or n) may be zero and dates of all breaks are unknown. No restrictions are imposed across coefficient and volatility breaks, so that these may differ in both numbers of breaks and their timing.
The maximum lag order considered for both own and foreign inflation is p = r = 12, but the included lags are specified using a general to specific approach, as explained below. In line with the usual definition employed in a univariate context, ρ
s is referred to as inflation persistence (in our case, for country s in regime j), although it is measured in equation (6) conditionally on foreign inflation.
Although excluded from equations (5) and (6) for simplicity of representation, our procedure allows for the presence of additive outliers in π D t,s , which could be due to (say) changes in indirect taxes. As explained in the next subsection, consideration of outliers allows for both coefficient and volatility breaks in equation (6).
Iterative testing methodology
The iterative methodology proposed by Bataa et al. (2014) employs structural break tests in conjunction with the outlier detection and removal procedure of Stock and Watson (2003) to examine structural breaks in each of the seasonal, mean, dynamic and volatility components of univariate inflation. While based on this approach, our procedure differs in three important respects. Firstly, we treat all elements of the regime j coefficient vector
′ of equation (6) together, rather than separating mean and dynamic breaks. This is primarily because the simulation analysis in Bataa et al. (2014, This feature may be due to the initial tests for mean breaks applying HAC (heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent) inference with unmodelled dynamics, as Bai and Perron (2006) also show that such inference can lead to badly oversized tests. However, Bai and Perron (2006) show that inference is improved when the dynamics are explicitly modelled, as in our approach. Secondly, our procedure simplifies the iterations in respect of volatility breaks, since the results of Bataa et al. (2013 ,  Table 1 ) implies these are detected well without iteration. Finally, we take account of variance breaks when identifying outliers, whereas the methodology of Bataa et al. (2014) does not 10 .
Unlike Bataa et al. (2014) , seasonality is not of interest in the present study and (as discussed in Section 2) all series are seasonally adjusted prior to the application of the iterative procedure. This is justified by the robustness analysis in Bataa et al. (2014) , which indicates that the detection of structural breaks in the mean and dynamics is not substantively affected by the method of accounting for seasonality. Our iterative testing methodology involves five steps which are outlined below and explained in more detail in the Appendix.
Step 1: Outlier detection. Outliers in π D t,s are detected and replaced using the procedure of Stock and Watson (2003) , rescaling observations to take account of volatility breaks and treating each coefficient regime separately (both regimes as detected in the previous iteration) 11 .
Step 2: Model selection. After correcting for outliers, the dynamics of the model in equation (6) are specified using a general to specific procedure in combination with the Schwartz Information Criterion (SIC).
Step 3: Preliminary coefficient break test. The Bai and Perron (1998) HC multiple structural breaks test procedure is applied to the coefficients of the model in equation (6).
Step 4: Variance break test. Variance breaks are detected in the residuals of equation (6) allowing for coefficient breaks identified in step 3.
Step 5: Coefficient break test. Coefficient breaks are reconsidered, taking account of variance breaks detected in step 4 by applying the feasible GLS transformation.
A single iteration comprises steps 1 to 5, inclusive, and the output of each iteration consists of coefficient and volatility break dates, together with an outlier-corrected series. The maximum number of iterations is set to 10 and convergence may be achieved in either of two ways. Firstly, identical dates may be detected in two consecutive iterations; alternately, the iterations may cycle between (say) two or three sets of dates. In the latter case, we focus on coefficient breaks and choose the set which achieves the smallest SIC among those in the cycle. The version of SIC is that proposed by Yao (1988) for structural break inference, which is applied to the GLS transformed data and calculated for m coefficient breaks as
where S T (T 
Break inference
The heart of the iterations described in subsection 3.2 is the multiple structural break testing procedure of Bai and Perron (1998) . To be more specific, and assuming m coefficient breaks, the optimal break dates and corresponding coefficient estimates are computed using the dynamic programming algorithm of Perron (1998, 2003a) , which searches for the minimum total residual sum of squares over all m + 1 regimes. However, the true m is unknown and a specified maximum number of break dates to be considered (say m * ) leads to the identification of m * sets of possible estimated break dates, namely for m = 1, 2, ..., m * breaks.
Prior to selecting a specific number of breaks from these possible break date sets, and as recommended by Bai and Perron (2003a) , a preliminary test of the overall null hypothesis H 0 : m = 0 is undertaken against the composite alternative H A : m = 1, ..., m * . The statistic W Dmax is used for 11 In the initial iteration, outliers are judged over the whole sample with no rescaling.
9 this purpose 12 , and failure to reject H 0 implies no breaks are found to occur. Also as recommended by Perron (1998, 2003a) , when H 0 is rejected, their sequential SupF (l + 1|l) test is employed to estimate the appropriate number of breaks,m. That is, the null hypotheses of l = 1, 2, 3, ...breaks (subject to a maximum of m * breaks) are examined sequentially against the alternative of l + 1 breaks, with the first non-rejection yieldingm = l. (The null of l = 0 is not considered against l = 1, since the overall null has been rejected.) All tests are computed at a nominal 5 percent level of significance, with a maximum of m * = 5 breaks considered. Testing employs the asymptotic distributions obtained by Hall and Sakkas (2013) , which these authors show to be more accurate than the critical values provided by Bai and Perron (2003b) and have the additional advantage of allowing computation of approximate asymptotic p-values. The so-called trimming parameter, which defines the minimum distance between two consecutive breaks as a function of the total sample size T , is set to 0.15.
The volatility break tests are implemented as follows. Using them initial coefficient break date estimates of step 3 (subsection 3.2) and the associated regime-specific estimated coefficients, residuals e t,s for country s are computed for equation (6) over t = 1, ..., T . These are employed in the test regression
where γ j,s is constant within the volatility regime j, but is allowed to change over time due to the presence of volatility breaks. The same procedure as just described for the coefficients is applied to obtain the estimated number of volatility breaks (n) and the associated volatility break dates
When breaks are uncovered, the standard error in each volatility regime j = 1, ...,n + 1 is calculated asσ
which is used to apply the GLS transformation to all variables of equation (6) for the coefficient break tests of step 5.
Decomposing foreign inflation
To shed further light on the nature of changes in international inflation linkages, or (possible) globalisation, we also study a generalised version of the model in equation (6), namely
where π D t is domestic aggregate inflation and π F t,k (k = 1, 2, 3) are the component foreign series relating to core, energy and food inflation in month t, and volatility breaks are also permitted. Although the domestic and foreign inflation series, together with the respective coefficients, are specific to country s, this subscript is dropped from equation (9) for notational simplicity.
12 The W Dmax statistic is used in preference to U Dmax because it embodies a set of weights that ensure the marginal p-values are equal for the null of m = 0 against each specific number of breaks m = 1, ..., m * (Bai and Perron, 1998 ).
The generalised model in equation (9) has more parameters than that in equation (6) for aggregate inflation. Due to the costs of searching in this more highly parameterised model, the dynamics are not respecified within each iteration. Specifically, the dynamic specification is selected prior to the commencement of the iterations using the same model selection procedure as explained in the Appendix for equation (6). This set of lags is then used throughout the iterative testing procedure (essentially omitting
Step 2 described in Subsection 3.2).
Due to model (9) being highly parameterised it is possible that the break identification strategy may lack power. For this reason we employ an alternative break identification strategy for model (9) allowing a robustness check of our findings. In this alternative strategy we employ the outliers, lag specification and break dates identified using the iterative procedure applied to the aggregate inflation model (6). The specification for the aggregate foreign inflation lags that is found in that model is then directly applied to the three foreign component series without any further specification testing. The use of equation (9) in place of equation (6) effectively treats aggregate foreign inflation as a weighted sum of the relevant component series with constant weights. However, the weights change over time, both those we use to construct each foreign inflation series from data for other countries (see subsection 2.1) and those used by the national statistical agency in constructing each country's domestic aggregate inflation. Hence it is only an approximation to consider aggregate foreign inflation as a fixed weighted sum of the corresponding component series. This is, indeed, an additional reason why it is appropriate to re-evaluate the existence and dates of breaks in international inflation linkages in the context of model in equation (9). Reflecting our primary focus on the nature of changes in the international comovement of inflation,
we apply a sequence of conventional F -tests to the model in equation (9) 13 . The contemporaneous coefficients may be considered particularly relevant to globalisation and hence we test the null hypothesis of no change across regimes
separately for each component k = 1, 2, 3 and also jointly across all three components
The tests of equations (10) and (11) are applied to both sets of estimated break dates for equation (9), namely those based on the aggregate CPI model of (6) and those estimated directly from equation (9).
In addition, the corresponding tests are applied to the lagged coefficients for foreign inflation, namely
and H 0 : β ik,1 = ... = β ik,m+1 , all i = 1, ..., r and k = 1, 2, 3.
Although it is tempting to compare the coefficients of foreign inflation components estimated in equation (9) with those for the separate models estimated using equation (6), care must be taken when doing so due to the weighting involved in equation (9). To see this, consider the following special case of equation (6) for each inflation component k
where no structural breaks apply and the country subscript s is omitted for simplicity. Note, in particular, that equation (14) assumes common coefficients across the three components. Also assume the components (core, energy and food) have constant weights in forming the aggregate series, both over time and across domestic and foreign inflation, with π (14) across components gives
Consequently, the contemporaneous coefficient of the foreign component series k in equation (15) is
Consideration of this simple special case implies that coefficients estimated in the component models in equation (6) should be scaled by the weights ω k when compared with those estimated in equation (15). In the case of the US, for example, over the period 1987 to 2012, goods and services that contribute to core inflation have an average weight of 0.77 in aggregate inflation, with those for energy and food inflation being 0.09 and 0.14, respectively. Therefore, the estimated coefficients of foreign energy and food inflation can be anticipated to be substantially smaller in the context of equation (9) than in the separate models of equation (6), even when the same coefficients apply in the latter across the three components. Due to the larger role it plays in the aggregate, the reduction will be less marked for core inflation.
Globalisation of Inflation Characteristics
Figures 4 to 8 visually present the results of our analysis of the globalisation of inflation through the model in equation (6), with further details given in Table 1 and Appendix Tables A.2 to A.5. These results are set in context by subsection 4.1, which discusses the model specification and the evidence of breaks in the coefficients and residual variances of equation (6) including robustness to the choice of weights in the construction of foreign inflation. Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 then focus on the evidence of globalisation seen in the coefficients of contemporaneous foreign inflation and the mean inflation levels, respectively. Changes in persistence and volatility characteristics of inflation are considered in subsection 4.4, which is followed by a discussion of the implications of our findings.
Preliminary results
In a first step we discuss the nature of the dynamic specification of equation (6) as selected within our iterative structural break testing procedure (see Section 3) with foreign inflation constructed using bilateral trade weights (Section 2.1). In Table 1 we display the lags of the respective domestic and foreign inflation series that have been selected (maximum lag p = r = 12). For example, in the model for Canadian aggregate inflation we find lags 5, 7 and 9 of the domestic aggregate inflation to bestatistically significant as well as the contemporaneous and 9 months lagged foreign aggregate inflation series. The columns labelled (Aggregate, Core, Energy and Food Inflation) display the selected lags for all countries considered for the models of the respective inflation series 14 .
Reflecting our focus on inflation linkages, contemporaneous foreign inflation is included in all models used for structural break analysis, even when the dynamic specification procedure would omit this; such cases are indicated by 0 * in Table 1 . The domestic aggregate-foreign components model of Table   1 refers to the component model (equation (9)), which is discussed in the next section.
The results in Table 1 illustrate that the models for energy inflation have very simple dynamics, sometimes (Finland, Germany, Sweden and Switzerland) domestic energy inflation reacting to contemporaneous foreign inflation only. The selected lag structures for the models for aggregate, core and food inflation tend to be more complex, in particular for the lags of the domestic inflation series. Core inflation models tend to have the most complex domestic lag structures, but in turn frequently exclude contemporaneous foreign inflation (eight of the 13 countries). Both food and energy inflation react very quickly to foreign inflationary pressures, reflected in seven countries requiring only contemporaneous foreign inflation in the food and energy inflation models.
These results provide little evidence that globalisation applies to shortrun monthly movements in core inflation. This finding is in line with that reached by Förster and Tillman (2014) for the post-1996 period. The fact that the models for aggregate inflation always select the contemporaneous foreign aggregate inflation lag can therefore be ascribed to the influence of the food and energy components of aggregate inflation. Stated differently, the results in Table 1 provide a first indication that international linkages for core inflation are distinctly different to those in aggregate CPI inflation. This finding extends previous analyses (such as Nason, 2006 ) that find different properties for these series in a domestic US context. Details of the breaks uncovered in the coefficients and disturbance variance of equation (6) Tables A.3 and A.4 show detailed results for both the overall W Dmax statistic and sequential F -tests for equation (6) applied to the aggregate inflation series in the final iteration of the procedure of Section 3. These latter tables include not only the test statistic values, but also the corresponding p-values obtained using the method of Hall and Sakkas (2012) 15 . The corresponding results for core, energy and food inflation models are not shown in order to conserve space, but are available from the authors on request. As illustrated for aggregate inflation in Tables A.3 and A.4, the W Dmax test p-values provide strong evidence for breaks in both the coefficients and disturbance variances of inflation. However, these tables also indicate that the number of breaks is not always clear-cut, with some sequential tests resulting in marginal p-values in relation to a 5% significance level.
To summarise the results, based on a 5% significance level throughout, coefficient and volatility breaks are found in aggregate inflation for all 13 countries, with coefficient breaks in 12, 12 and 10 countries for core, energy and food inflation, respectively. Although a maximum of five breaks is allowed, the most uncovered in any model is three coefficient breaks for each of aggregate, core and energy inflation in the US and for energy in Germany. Broadly similar numbers of volatility as coefficient breaks are uncovered, with three again the maximum number detected (for aggregate and energy inflation in Japan). Our finding of fewer breaks overall than univariate studies that examine the mean level of inflation (such as Benati, 2008, and Bataa et al., 2014) may be attributed to our methodology 16 that explicitly includes dynamics in the breaks analysis in order to avoid the oversizing of HAC methods, as discussed in Section 3 above. In order to establish the robustness of the above results we have also applied the iterative structural break testing algorithm to different definitions of the respective foreign inflation series as discussed in Section 2.1. Qualitatively the results of the structural break identification strategy remain unchanged.
Most changes that arise are slight changes in the identified break dates. In Figure 3 we show the changes in identified break dates that arise for the US aggregate inflation series. When comparing the results for the bilateral trade weighted foreign inflation series (Panel a) and the results for the total trade weighted series (Panel b) we see that it is the break date for the last of three identified structural breaks that differs. The remaining two break dates remain essentially unchanged. When using the GDP weighted foreign inflation series (Panel c) the algorithm only identifies two of the three breaks.
As it turns out, in the illustrated case of the US (and the cases of other countries), even though we find different numbers of structural breaks, this does not change our conclusions about the general changes in the range of inflation characteristics and dynamics which will be discussed in the following Sections. In Figure 3 this can be seen by comparing the resulting, regime specific unconditional mean characteristics (UcM ) and contemporaneous coefficients for the foreign inflation (Contemp, β 0j,s in equation (6)). They display very similar changes across time regardless of whether the algorithm detects two or three regime changes.
Shortrun movements
As explained in Section 3, the globalisation of inflation has a number of implications for the nature of changes in the parameters of the model in equation (6) and this subsection considers our results in terms of the short-run changes in the coefficients of foreign inflation.
Figures 4 and 5 plot the estimated contemporaneous and (summed) lag foreign inflation coefficients, respectively, over regimes for the 13 countries of our sample. That is, for m coefficient breaks detected in equation (6) for each specific country s, Figure 4 shows the value of β 0j for each implied regime j = 1, ..., m + 1. The vertical axis measures the estimated coefficient value, while the horizontal axis represents time. Therefore, a detected coefficient break date (given in Table A .2) is indicated by a vertical shift in the estimated coefficient value. In addition to the graphical representation of Figure 4 , the coefficient values are provided in Appendix Table A. Figure 5 is analogous to Figure 4 , except that the information presented is the sum of the estimated lagged foreign inflation coefficients r i=1 β ij in equation (6) over regimes j = 1, ..., m + 1; the values plotted are also shown in Table A .5. Note, however, that lagged foreign inflation is not included in all models (Table 1) , and hence fewer than 13 countries appear in the panels of Figure 5 . Figure 4 supports the globalisation hypothesis for aggregate inflation, in the sense that the contemporaneous foreign inflation coefficient is almost always higher in the final coefficient regime compared with the 1970s for almost all countries under study 18 . Although the magnitudes and dates of change vary over countries, the overall pattern of positive and increasing comovement is clear. Therefore, our model reproduces the pattern of inflation globalisation documented in other studies that use aggregate CPI inflation, including Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , Neely and Rapach (2011) and Bataa et al. (2014) . It should be noted that this phenomenon apparently applies only in the very shortrun, since the summed coefficients of Figure 5 panel a indicate that shifts to lagged foreign inflation generally play a smaller, rather than greater, role over time.
Panel a of
Scrutiny of core inflation in panel b of Figure 4 , however, does not lead to corresponding conclusions about globalisation. In contrast to the increases seen in panel a, the contemporaneous foreign coefficient is relatively constant over time for core inflation and of smaller magnitude than for the aggregate series. Indeed, with the exception of Canada, decreases in the contemporaneous foreign coefficient occur in all economies that introduced inflation targeting in the early 1990s (UK, Finland and to a smaller degree Sweden). Further, the six Euro area countries present no substantial evidence that foreign core inflation plays a greater role with monetary integration, except for a marked increase in the contemporaneous coefficient for Italy from 2004. Overall, the coefficients of lagged foreign core inflation in Figure 5 (panel b) similarly show little evidence of increase.
The implication is that non-core inflation elements must largely drive the increased contemporaneous comovement seen in aggregate inflation. Indeed, panels c and d of Figure 4 show similar characteristics in this respect to panel a, with increased comovement particularly clear for energy inflation (panel c). The large estimated contemporaneous foreign energy inflation coefficient for the US from 1993 is notable, with this being numerically very similar to the corresponding coefficients for the small countries of Finland and Switzerland in the latter part of the sample. With the exceptions only of Japan and Sweden, it is striking that the contemporaneous foreign energy inflation coefficient is higher at the end of the sample than at the beginning (in the 1970s) for every country we study. Although less clearcut, there is also an overall pattern of increase in the contemporaneous foreign coefficient in the food inflation model. Interestingly, both France and Germany experience an increased foreign food inflation role during the 1980s, and this may be due to greater monetary integration causing price movements from other member states to be transmitted more fully to these large countries.
Mean inflation
Shortrun movements are only one implication of inflation globalisation. To examine the longrun, Figure 6 shows mean inflation levels and how these change over time with coefficient regimes. More specifically, the values graphed are computed as the sample means of domestic (aggregate, core, energy or food) inflation series over the regimes j = 1, ..., m + 1 detected in equation (6); the values plotted are included in Table A .5. Figure 6 presents strong evidence that all 13 OECD countries have effectively converged to a common aggregate inflation level of about 0.2 percent a month. Further, this common inflation level applies also to core inflation (panel b) in the latter part of the sample. Indeed, it is striking that each break in both panels is associated with a lowering of (aggregate or core) inflation in all countries. In addition to the general decline of the 1980s, Figures 1 and 6 (Panels a and b) , indicate that all the countries in our sample that introduced inflation targeting in the early 1990s, (UK, Canada, Sweden and Finland), experienced a decline in the aggregate or core inflation in that period, (see also Table   A2 ). For Italy, the change dated in May 1996 brings that country's mean inflation into line with the requirements of the Maastricht Treaty 19 . This finding emphasises not only the decline in domestic mean inflation previously documented in international inflation studies, such as Cecchetti and Debelle (2006) , but also the communality of this new level.
Panel a of
The mean level of energy inflation (panel c of Figure 6 ) also often declines from its initially high level of the 1970s, while the level of food inflation is either constant over time or declines. The panels of Figure 6 , therefore, show declines in the mean level of inflation to be general across the core, energy and food elements of the CPI in these countries. However, there appears to be more cross-country divergence in mean levels of energy inflation at the end of the sample than for other components.
Consequently, mean levels of aggregate inflation are compatible with the level of inflation being essentially a global phenomenon from around the mid-1990s, in contrast to the differing levels of the 1970s. This long-run aspect may explain why Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) find that inclusion of a longrun error-correction to foreign inflation improves the accuracy of domestic forecasting models. In addition to the aggregate, the movement over time towards a cross-country alignment of mean core inflation is particularly striking, especially since shortrun fluctuations in core inflation do not show evidence of an increased role for foreign inflation.
Previous authors, including Neely and Rapach (2011) and Mumtaz and Surico (2012) , suggest that monetary policy plays a role in explaining the globalisation of inflation, and our results support this in terms of the level of inflation. In particular, although the dates of structural change are estimated in terms of the domestic-foreign relationship of equation (6), those for core inflation at the beginning of the 1990s may be associated with the introduction of inflation targeting for each of Canada, Sweden, Finland and the UK. Although monetary policy traditionally focuses on underlying, or core inflation, most inflation targeting economies target directly aggregate CPI inflation. It is worth noting that with the exception of the UK, which targeted the RPIX until 2003, all other inflation targeters experienced structural changes in both core and aggregate CPI inflation in the early 1990s, when inflation targets were first introduced.
Whatever the immediate causes of a reduction in the level of inflation, inflation targeting may help to keep inflation expectations at a lower level and consequently make a downward shift permanent.
There is, however, relatively little evidence that the introduction of the Euro altered mean levels of core inflation in member countries, except perhaps for the decline in the levels of aggregate inflation in France and Italy around the mid-1990s. This is not surprising, since the common currency is feasible due to the earlier convergence in mean inflation rates across most member countries, rather than convergence being a consequence of the Euro currency.
Persistence and volatility
Changes in the characteristics of inflation persistence and (disturbance) volatility are depicted in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively. In common with earlier figures, panels a to d show regime-specific values relating to each of aggregate, core, energy and food inflation. Regimes applying for persistence are again those implied by the coefficient break dates, while distinct regimes are permitted for volatility (given in Appendix Table A .2).
In line with results for international analyses that employ univariate inflation models (including Benati, 2008, and Bataa et al., 2014) , our results measured through the domestic-foreign inflation model in equation (6) indicate that aggregate inflation persistence has generally declined over this period. Note, however, that our measure of persistence is given by p i=1 α ij and hence is conditional on foreign inflation. Panel a of Figure 7 shows every country (except Austria, where no domestic lags are selected) to share this decline, with persistence in aggregate inflation being 0.4 or less for all countries by the end of the sample. However, as for comovement in Figure 4 , core inflation shows a different pattern for persistence in panel b of Figure 7 from the aggregate in panel a. More specifically, persistence for core inflation is often constant or increases and is also often higher for core than aggregate inflation in the respective final coefficient regimes. All inflation targeting economies, with the exception of the UK, that targeted the RPIX until 2003, experienced a reduction in aggregate inflation persistence in the early 1990s, whereas in the UK this reduction is captured in core inflation.
Moreover, close inspection of Figure 7 b, indicates that all inflation targeters (except Finland) also experience a fall in core inflation persistence during the early 1990s. This is not true for most of the other Euro area economies where core inflation persistence appears to remain constant (with the exception of Italy). Thus, while a reduction in persistence is evident for aggregate inflation, there is no evidence of a similar reduction for core inflation, apart from the inflation targeting economies in the early 1990s
Further, our models find little change over time in persistence for energy inflation, with this often being zero as no lagged dependent variable is required (Table 1) . Similarly, the model for food inflation requires no lags in a majority of cases, while persistence declines in others. These findings support those of Altissimo et al. (2006) , who note less persistence for non-processed foods and energy and higher persistence for industrial goods and services in the Euro area, while Nason (2006) finds higher persistence for core than aggregate inflation in the US.
Volatility is an important, but often overlooked, feature of inflation. The disturbance volatility implications for the model of equation (6) are plotted in Figure 8 for each of the four series we analyse, but note the different scales used here for energy and food inflation versus aggregate and core. The volatility reductions detected around the early to mid-1980s are a manifestation of the international dimension of the so-called Great Moderation, which a number of studies link to improved monetary policy; see, for example, the discussion in Summers (2005) . Such reductions apply particularly to aggregate and core inflation, with all countries experiencing volatility declines for at least one (and typically both) of these. This relatively constant cross-country volatility, which again contrasts withthe 1970s, is compatible with globalisation of inflation. In general, energy inflation is volatile until the mid 1980s, with a somewhat mixed picture of declines and increases subsequently, with little evidence of convergence in volatility across countries. On the other hand, the volatility of food inflation typically declines, and is generally relatively stable from the mid-1990s.
The results of this section, therefore, support the proposition that the adoption of similar monetary policies across countries plays an important role in the globalisation of inflation, by effectively bringing the level and volatility of core inflation into line across countries. This would appear to be more true since the 1990s, rather than the earlier periods.
Decomposing Shortrun Comovements
Further insight into changes in international inflation linkages are provided by the model in equation (9). More specifically, this focuses on CPI inflation at the aggregate level, since the globalisation or comovement of inflation is documented using such data in the studies of Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , Neely and Rapach (2011), Mumtaz and Surico (2012) , Eichmeier and Pijenburg (2013) , Bataa, Osborn, Sensier and van Dijk (2013) , and others. However, to shed light on the nature of this comovement and how it changes over time, (country-specific) foreign inflation is decomposed into core, energy and food components.
The results discussed in the previous section suggest that the globalisation of inflation as measured by increased shortrun comovement in aggregate inflation is driven largely by the energy component of inflation and, to a lesser extent, the food component, with core inflation playing relatively little role.
The decomposition provided by the model in equation (9) is designed to examine this further. As discussed in Section 3 above, two sets of break dates are employed in this analysis, namely those obtained from the model in equation (6) applied to aggregate inflation and breaks estimated from application of our iterative procedure directly to the model in equation (9); the latter break dates (obtained using a 5% significance level) are included in Appendix Table A. 2. Irrespective of which method is used to estimate the break dates, the dynamics for equation (9) are specified in the context of that model, allowing different lags to apply to each individual foreign inflation component series. These lags are included as the final columns of Table 1 . Consider first the lags selected by our SIC procedure (allowing a maximum of 12 lags for both the lagged domestic inflation variable and each of the foreign components) in the context of equation (9). With the contemporaneous values treated in the same way as any individual lag, current foreign core inflation is selected in only three of the 13 cases, which relate to the Euro area countries of Austria, Finland and France. This again supports the hypothesis that core inflation does not drive the increased shortrun international comovement of inflation. Nevertheless, lagged foreign core inflation is typically selected, although neither contemporaneous nor lagged foreign core inflation would be included in the models for Germany, Japan, Netherlands or Switzerland. The situation for foreign energy inflation stands in contrast, with the contemporaneous value always selected and a lagged value only for Germany. Finally, contemporaneous foreign food inflation is selected for a majority of countries (8 of 13), with no contemporaneous or lagged value selected for the UK. However, to facilitate comparison with the results discussed above for the model in equation (6), contemporaneous values of all foreign component series are included in the specification of equation (9) when this is employedfor structural break testing. Although there are some differences, the broad patterns of domestic lags selected for equation (9) are similar to those for equation (6) estimated using aggregate CPI inflation. Table 2 provides the results of the tests of coefficient equality, the methodology for which was discussed in subsection 3.4. To be specific, and conditional on the coefficient break dates used, Table   2 provides the estimated coefficients for foreign inflation in each coefficient regime. Also provided are p-values for tests of the null hypotheses of no contemporaneous coefficient break, for each component and jointly across all components, equations (10) and (11), together with the corresponding tests of equations (12) and (13) for lag coefficients. To facilitate comparison, the first line of results for each country in the table gives the coefficient estimates from the aggregate inflation model (as in Appendix Table A .5), together with the corresponding p-values for tests of coefficient equality across regimes applied to the aggregate inflation model in equation (6). As discussed in subsection 3.4, the estimated coefficients for foreign inflation components partly reflect the differing weights on components, so that those for energy and food are anticipated to be smaller than for core inflation, with that for the core reduced to a lesser extent, compared with those of the aggregate equation.
In the context of equation (6), eight countries have contemporaneous foreign aggregate inflation coefficients that exhibit significant change over regimes, all with very small p-values. Imposing the break dates from equation (6) on equation (9), the p-values for four of these countries (namely Austria, France, Germany and the US) imply that the disaggregate foreign component model attributes the change in contemporaneous effects to a changed role of foreign energy 20 and (to a lesser extent) foreign food inflation, and not to foreign core inflation. On the other hand, increases in the contemporaneous foreign inflation coefficients of the aggregate models in equation (6) for Italy, Sweden and Switzerland are associated by the disaggregated model in equation (9) with increases in the foreign core inflation coefficients, with no significant changes in the responses to foreign energy or food inflation; both core and energy coefficients exhibit significant change (both increases) for Canada. In no case does food inflation play a key role.
Many countries do not include lagged values of foreign inflation (aggregate or specific components) in the relevant models, and hence it is not surprising that there is there is much less evidence of change when lagged foreign coefficients are examined in the context of either model in equation (6) or equation (9). However, where change is significant in the context of the aggregate model (Austria, Canada, Italy), the foreign component coefficients generally decrease, implying a shift from lagged to contemporaneous linkages.
The second set of results in Table 2 are based on break dates estimated in the context of equation (9). Note that although the quoted p-values are asymptotically justified by the analysis of Bai and Perron (1998) , they may over-state significance in a finite sample context, especially for a joint test applied to equation (9) when the break dates are also endogenously determined within this model; hence it is unsurprising to find greater apparent significance of change compared to when the break dates are imposed from equation (6). With this caveat, the results in Table 2 emphasise the important role of changes in the response to contemporaneous foreign energy inflation, with Denmark and the 20 Our results on the increased role of energy for aggregate CPI inflation in the US contrasts with results of Hooker (2002) , who finds a decreased role for oil prices after 1981. However, his context of a domestic Phillips curve model is quite different from the domestic-foreign linkages of our study.
UK being exceptions. Core inflation also plays a role for some European countries, namely Denmark, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK, although of these only Italy is a member of the Euro area.
As measured by p-values, responses to foreign food inflation also sometimes play a role in changed linkages, namely for Finland, Sweden, the UK and US. Consideration of changes in lagged foreign coefficients does not substantially alter the pattern of results.
Results for changes in persistence and intercepts for equation (9) are not presented in order to conserve space 21 . However, these generally confirm the persistence decrease seen in the simpler model of equation (6) for aggregate inflation. When breaks are allowed in all the coefficients of equation (9), intercept changes are typically not significant.
There may appear to be some tension between the results for core inflation as presented in this section and the preceding one. More specifically, the results of Section 4 for core inflation do not provide evidence of globalisation in the shortrun movements of this component, whereas Table 2 shows significant changes in the coefficient of contemporaneous foreign core inflation for domestic aggregate inflation in some countries. Our interpretation is that, in focusing on shortrun movements, the model in equation (9) may incorrectly associate a convergence in mean levels of core inflation to changes in the contemporaneous coefficient of foreign core inflation. Therefore, the results of Table 2 serve to emphasise the roles of both core and energy inflation in understanding the apparent globalisation of inflation.
Conclusions
Previous analyses that document high international inflation linkages since the 1980s, including Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) , Neely and Rapach (2011), Bataa, Osborn, Sensier and van Dijk (2013) , primarily focus on aggregate inflation. The present paper sheds new light on the nature of this socalled globalisation of inflation by examining the separate roles of core, energy and food inflation in the increased synchronicity of monthly CPI inflation across OECD countries. To do so, we analyse changes in the linkages of domestic and country-specific foreign inflation (the latter constructed as a weighted average) using an iterative methodology that allows for breaks in both coefficients and disturbance variances.
The principal results of our analysis can be summarised as follows:
• The longrun linkages between domestic and foreign CPI inflation have changed since the beginning of the 1970s, with the mean levels of both headline (aggregate) and core inflation effectively converging across countries from the early 1990s.
• The components of energy and food inflation largely drive shortrun (month-to-month) movements in aggregate inflation, while the comovement of core inflation is less marked than that of the aggregate series.
• The role of foreign energy inflation for explaining shortrun movements in domestic aggregate inflation has increased for many of the OECD countries we study, including the US.
21 These may be obtained from the authors on request.
• Inflation volatility (represented as the variance of the residuals in our domestic-foreign inflation model) has declined over time for aggregate, core and food inflation. In contrast to the 1970s, volatility is relatively constant across countries from the 1990s for each of these three series.
• There is little evidence of convergence across countries or reduction over time in the volatility of energy inflation. Hence in a low inflation world, this component has become relatively more important for explaining shortrun movements in aggregate inflation.
These results, particularly the convergence in the mean level and volatility of inflation, but also the decline in inflation persistence since the early 1990s, suggest an important role has been played by monetary policies that focus on inflation, whether considered as headline or core inflation (Bullard, 2011) . This link appears to be much stronger in the inflation targeting countries (Canada, Sweden, Finland and the UK), rather than in the Euro area, (with the exception perhaps of Italy), or in other economies. Overall, however, the apparent globalisation of inflation may be a consequence of the adoption of similar monetary policies across countries, rather than increased transmission of foreign inflation to individual countries. The increased role identified for foreign energy inflation in explaining shortrun movements in domestic aggregate CPI inflation is a key result of our study. Bernanke (2007) suggests that the globalisation of inflation requires policymakers to pay increased attention to movements in foreign inflation, and our results imply that international energy price inflation should be the particular focus of this attention. In summary, by studying the major components of core, energy and food inflation, our analysis of structural breaks in international inflation linkages reveals that the globalisation of aggregate CPI inflation has two key drivers. Firstly, there has been a convergence in the mean level of core (that is, excluding energy and food) inflation. To be specific, an effectively common level of the longrun mean (and also volatility) for core inflation has applied across the OECD countries of our sample since the late 1990s. Secondly, increased shortrun comovement seen since the 1980s is driven largely by individual countries responding more strongly, and quickly, to foreign movements in energy inflation. 
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